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The Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) visited Gulf College (GC) campus
on 11th November to survey its performance indicators (PI) being one of the
27 Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in Oman.
During the visit, Dr. Zuhair A. Al
Hemyari, professor of statistics
and research expert of MoHE,
subjected the students and
staff from the three faculties on
online survey set at the laboratory rooms in the Faculty of
Computing.
During the conduct of the said
survey, Dr. Zuhair emphatically
explained to the staff and students who served as respondents that the survey is designed
to assess the overall administrative framework of GC
Dr. Zuhair A. Al Hemyari (L), statistics professor and research expert of the Ministry of
Higher Education with the News Gazette Editor in Chief Dr. Antonio Asuncion during
his visit to survey performance indicators of Gulf College.

Gulf College has proven again
its academic stance and professional mileage as two of its
staff members, Dr. Shameena
Mehtab and Dr. Bilal Al Omari,
were announced by Oman Academic Accreditation Authority
(OAAA) as qualified official
panel members of its strong
pool of evaluators in the forthcoming separate quality audit
of two higher education institutions (HEIs) in Oman, OAAA
reported recently in its website.
Being an experienced Assistant
Dean for Quality Assurance of
GC, Dr. Shameena hopes to
share her expertise in the quality audit of one HEI this coming
December.
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to achieve high quality standards aligned with national and
global practices and trends.
Dr. Zuhair elaborated that
MoHE is doing the survey to
identify also the problems and
weaknesses of the institution
so that improvements will be
addressed to enhance the activities, academic staff, facilities, research undertaking and
engagement endeavour of GC.
Lastly, he expounded repeatedly that MoHE does not aim to
classify the HEIs in Oman as
per result of the survey but it is
mainly focused on increasing
the efficiency of the sector to
ensure effective response to
relevant changes and developments for the good of Oman in
general.

On photography, arts, clay curving

GC sponsors hobby workshop

Gulf College again held its
yearly workshop on promoting
photography, arts and clay
curving as healthy forms of
hobbies among youths despite
the fast encroachment of technology games this modern era.
Aside from the studenthobbyists of Gulf College, students from Muscat College,
Middle East College and members of Fine Arts Association of
Dr.Bilal
Muscat and AIESEC joined the
Dr. Bilal Al Omari, on the other workshop in three simultaneous
hand, is set to be an institution- sessions.
al review panel member on The first session with 70 particiFebruary 2013.
pants was on photography held
It can be noted that Dr.
Shameena, Dr. Bilal, Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani and Dr. Mohaned
Al Obaidy are official members
of the registered OAAA panel
members who could be recommended any time a quality
audit in the HEIs is scheduled.
In the earlier part of this year,
In the earlier part of this year,
Dr. Mohaned, the Head of
Computing Faculty, was also
topped (Continued… page 2)

at the H-Hall with Mr. Suliman
Al Khusaibi as resource speaker.
At the J-Hall, two sessions
were held simultaneously on
arts and clay curving. Mr.
Moosa Al Munji served as resource speaker in the arts session with 20 participants while
Ms. Naeema in the clay curving
session with 30 participants.
Student Affairs Coordinator Ms.
Ruqaiya Khamis said that all
the materials used by the participants in the three sessions
were provided by the GC administration.

The students participate in the different simultaneous session activities
at the H-Hall and J-Hall during the hobby workshop.
Dr.Shameena
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It is a fact that employment is everybody’s target after
having finished a degree. However, students of Gulf
College confess that the job market is getting tighter
each year as they say that it is the survival of the fittest which shakes everyone to get better prepared
before going out for job hunting.
Gulf College is keen and apt to
this scenario which prompted
the administration to invite the
Prosper Company, a consulting
company based in Al Ghubra,
Muscat City, to deliver Career
Awareness Programme to students. At the library on
11thOctober , Prosper Execu-

Trainer Mr. Yasser Abdulla
Sulaiman served as a resource
speaker. He explained to the
students that they must identify
their talents and strengths and
areas to work on so that they
can improve their employability
opportunities.

Prosper Company Executive Trainer Mr. Yasser Abdulla Sulaiman ( Rear left) trains the
students to build strong confidence and favourable behaviour in the job market during
the 11th October seminar held at the GC Library.

Several workshops on improving soft skills were provided to
students to make them more
confident and creative in dealing with interviews and carrying
out jobs in the future.
“There are many equally compensating jobs outside. Workers like you are very much
Five lecturers of the Integrated in selecting their research topic needed. Go out and seek one.
Project (IP), one of the modules this semester.
You are very promising now
of FFS, convened at I- Block Award Leader Ms. Reshma that you have undergone the
Room 04 and reviewed semesAhmed, who presided over the
ter 2 students’ projects to improve the format, content, and review session, also underscored that skills on paraphrasmechanism of future outputs.
In their rigid scrutiny, they ing and summarising be taught
agreed upon to adopt a more rigidly so that students would Gulf College Dean Dr. Taki Al
unified format of the abstract, not resort to plagiarism as their Abduwani took an academic
report, conclusions and findings immediate easy means of gath- leadership in supporting
GC’s intention to facelift its
of the student research.
ering data from different webresearch status and endeavPossible topics were likewise sites.
our when he attended the 7th
listed for ready use of students
International Conference on
Science, Mathematics and
Technology
Education
(SMTE) from 4th to 7th of November 2012 at the Sultan
Qaboos University (SQU),
Muscat City, Oman.
Dr. Taki presented his paper
entitled “Developing the employability of Omani higher education students: a proposed
optional module on soft skills”
on the 8th parallel session of the
said conference along with
other researchers from different
participating countries.
Ms. Reshma Ahmed (L) while she presides over the meeting with IP tutors at
FFP
His paper identified the different sources of acquisition of
From page1
The OAAA is in close collabosoft skills and the impact of the
Shameena, Bilal to serve
ration with the Ministry of Highintervention programmes like
er Education (MoHE) in assurtraining, coaching and mentorby OAAA as panel member in a ing academic standards for the
ing and how educational institufive-day quality audit of one development of higher educations can better respond to
tion here in Oman.
HEI in Oman.
honing these soft components

training,” Mr. Yasser exclaimed
as he closed his presentation
and workshop.
Mr. Abdulla mentioned that GC
was the first Higher Education
Institution (HEI) to receive the
training as Prosper Company
commenced this year its fouryear endeavour of offering the
training in close collaboration
with their major sponsor, the
Shell Company.

Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
to prepare students become
more employable.
He mentioned that the conference showcased 160 paper
presentations and workshops
covering many research interests and areas from around the
world.
Dubbed
with
the
theme
“Transformations through Science, Mathematics and Technology Education: Towards an
Innovative and Sustainable
Society”, the conference was
jointly organised by SQU and
the Science and Mathematics
Education Centre, Curtin University, Perth, Australia.

Gulf College Key Features:
* Bsc and BA with honours in three years
*Previous qualifications and other courses are considered under
the APL system
*Degree certificate is issued by Staffordshire University, U.K.
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GC’s Cause for Earth

The janitors support waste management and green
project to sustain the programme of the college.

Gulf College embarks on a very
relevant initiative of taking its
role in preserving the Earth and
environmental awareness is felt
to be the first step to save nature from collapsing and to
lessen the impact to people. At
Gulf College, Dr. Taki Al
Balushi and Dr. Issa Al Abduwani, through a memorandum
of Dr. Shameena Mehtab, encapsulated a long term programme dubbed with the theme
“Save earth, Save environment
and Save the college resources”. This is the answer of
GC to contribute to the initiatives of Oman and the world in
general.
The programme stems on the
aim of heightening awareness
of students. The college understands the increasing widespread of exploitation of our
world that is why it embarks on
explaining it to the younger
generations represented by the
students in the campus and
encouraging them to cooperate
in its cause.
In the campus, the students
and staff are encouraged to
clean and green the premises
of the different blocks of the
GC. Trash bins are placed in
strategic places and necessary
environmental signage and
announcement are posted in
proper places to educate the
students.

The college acts in urgency to
this cause so its cost and efforts will be best compensated
and materialised. More specifically, the administration encourages students and staff to preserve energy and to lessen
carbon emission contribution to
the thinning atmosphere by
switching off all ACs and lights
in the halls, offices and rooms
when they are not needed.
The janitors are likewise aware
of GC’s movement so they help
in greening the environment
and in supporting waste management in the campus.
The administration likewise
impose the reuse and recycle
activities wherein the teachers
and students are encouraged to
reuse used bond papers, folders, plastics and even bottles
whenever necessary instead of
throwing them in the bins. This
effort of GC may lessen the
tons of hilarious waste produced each day in the sultanate
and may eventually save college resources and lessen bulk
of paper waste. Imagine how
many reams of bond papers are
used each day in the three faculties of GC. In a day perhaps
there are 15 reams. And where
do these papers go after several days or months? For sure,
half of them will contribute to
the waste rotting in the garbage
areas. If this continues, GC
alone would be contributing
tons of waste.

We
are
not at all
responsible if we
ignore our
concern.
The only
thing
we
need is our
d e e p
sense
of
responsibility
to
repair the
balance of
nature.
Our efforts at GC will surely
create a global village where
our simple programmes will
contribute to the solutions other
people in the world are spearheading.

We
are
among those
who dare to
test
our
concern of
educating the
world and of
fixing nature
to make it
go back to
its balance

The administration hopes that
the college’s programme is
neither at a standstill nor phlegmatic but an active flowing joint
efforts of every student and
staff. It is because this initiative
may create contagious effects
with the pool of innovative ideas of other students not only at
GC but also students in other
colleges of Oman and parts of
the world.
We should not think that our
simple actions here in GC are
in vain. We are among those
who dare to test our concern of
educating the world and of fixing nature to make it go back to
its balance.
The bottleneck of GC’s endeavour is to do our programme in
our own level and let our action
speaks to the communities to
educate them and to emulate
us. This is our pledge for our
children, the next generation!

Gulf College Key Features:
*Well diversified and experienced faculty
*Degrees give ample employment opportunities
*Path to continue degree programmes in the U.K at any
level through Credit Accumulation Transfer System.
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Achiever Suroor Salim Al
Rashdi generously shares
motivating highlights and special features during an interview.
According
to
Suroor,
“cheerfulness and happiness”
(which his name means in
Arabic) are his greatest characteristics in life. He disclosed
that these are the very reasons why he has reached his
goals in life. From a mere
Bank Teller Operation to
Branch Manager and shifted
to being a coordinator of Government Owned Hotels and
Tourism Establishments Committee (GOHTEC), he still
imbibes his undying philosophy in life that brought him to
success.
That is simply Suroor, father
of four, our source of inspiration for this issue!
Gulf College steered him
the way to success
When he was young, he
dreamt happily of becoming a
manager and a businessman
someday. It is no wonder why
he pursued Bachelor in Business Management and graduated in 2011.
“GC was my entrée to finishing my degree and ultimately
my source of inspiration to
what I’ve become now. It has
moulded me to become competent in the field of Business
Management”. With this, he
considers GC as his source of
inspiration quenching his thirst
of knowledge.

“I am proud to share that my
beloved alma mater has significantly honed and moulded
me to become marketable,
efficient employee. I became
more confident in dealing with
my colleagues and staff because I was nurtured by my
former professors with laudable work ethics”, said Suroor.
He further reiterated that GC
has the best professors and
facilities. He finds GC as a
healthy learning environment
because professors are very
much committed in imparting
knowledge to their students.
In fact, he is encouraging his
16- year old son to pursue his
studies in GC. He even proudly said that some of his friends
and colleagues are now taking their course at the college
through his encouragement
and sharing of his experiences with GC.
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are performing. As a manager, he is a man of calmness
and action. If there are problems arising in the office, he
prioritises to look for solutions
and never passes a day without solving them. He works
with a cheerful and calm
heart. “This is me, the incredible me! I see to it that I am
calm and always composed
despite of the pressing quota
of the bank”, he said with a
smile. “I want to work with a
happy atmosphere that is why
everybody loves to work with
me. That is my ethics.”
His Beginnings
“Life is not that easy in the
past. We are 12 in the family
and I’m the eldest. It was really difficult to raise a big family
however I salute my parents
for giving their best to meet

His Work Ethics
He admits that stress is a part
of life in any workplace however, he also believes in the
majestic
power
of
“cheerfulness and calmness”.
He confesses that there are
enormous problems he encountered in his past workplaces but he subdued all
these struggles because he
knows that his cheerful disposition helps him deal with people. As a former manager and
supervisor of Oman International Bank (OIB), he motivates his colleagues and subordinates by giving incentives
meet both ends. I could very
most especially to those who
well remember our struggles in
life. I started attending classes
in a tent; it was really very challenging because we need to
walk from home to school (and
vice versa),” shared Suroor.
He shared that plastic bag,
which his mother got from the
village vegetable souq, would
serve as his backpack in going
to school. He never tried using
other bag aside from a plastic

“ This is me,
the incredible me! I see
to it that I
am
calm
and always
composed”

bag. He was not at all
ashamed instead he even
cheerfully shared about it.
And look what he has became
of! He is a dream come true of
his parents from Nizwa.
“Nobody dies living a simple
and persevering life; instead,
we get a better life,” he added.
His Future Plan
He is happy with his present
work, yet he dreams of putting
up his own business. In fact
he wants to establish an accounting and auditing firm in
Muscat. “I want to venture on
this kind of business because
auditing is one of my skills
and I want to impart my
knowledge and train my future
employees to become efficient and effective auditors”,
he ended our conversation.
Cheerfulness is a trait which
man manifests usually when
he is happy or contented. But
for Suroor, his cheerfulness
and calmness are his armour
of being one of those who
made life a success. That is
his very simple secret. Is it not
easy? Why not take it as well
yours. (Dr. Joseph Cuarteros)

